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ABSTRACT: The masonry dome, vaulted by means of the corbelling of stone blocks in horizontal courses, characterizes the Mycenaean tholos. The results, achieved researching the way by which the Treasury of Atreus’
dome performs the actual condition of equilibrium and through the compilation of a complete survey, pointed
out the display of the true-dome behaviour (Como 2006; 2007; 2008). In this framework the paper investigates
on the successive building phases that could be carried out in the construction work, congruent with the maintenance of the equilibrium condition of the dome also in the phases of partial construction, which is necessary
in the lack of provisional support structures.

INTRODUCTION
The Mycenaean tholos tomb is among the most astonishing architectural masterpieces of the Late Bronze
Age. It is a hypogean chamber built through excavation and construction. The architectural part characterizing the Mycenaean tholos tomb is the masonry dome, vaulted by means of the corbelling of stone blocks, partially built in the excavated ground, and covered by a tumulus.
Since the building construction is hypogean, complete surveys - inclusive of the hidden parts - of any intact
tholos tomb are missing.
Early travellers described with interest internal parts accidentally exposed, noticing some constructive details in
the masonry blocks disposal (Stuart and Revett 1830; Blouet 1833).
The excavation reports of partially collapsed structures, or some locally surveys of the hidden parts, often contain observations about the features of the construction (Lolling et al. 1880; Schliemann 1881; Dörpfeld 1908;
Wace 1940; Taylour 1955).
With reference to large internal structure sections, only few tholoi partially collapsed have been examined, distinguishing the excavated rock from the building construction and the covering mound (Gasche, Servais 1971;
Wilkie 1982).
The archaeological literature on Mycenaean tholoi mainly concerns on a description of the visible parts with
the aim of a chronological classification (Wace, 1921-23; Pelon, 1976; Belli, 1995).
All these studies are often accompanied with qualitative observations on the likely static behaviour of the
dome and on the construction problems.
Among the archaeological literature there is a lack of knowledge about the tholos static behaviour and construction. Cavanagh and Laxton (1981) recognized the corbelling as the static principle of the construction,
and proposed a simple practical method to construct the dome in order to avoid the overturning of the
blocks. On the opposite, Santillo Frizell and Santillo (1984) sustained - from a qualitative standpoint - the masonry dome behaviour pointing out the dome construction in subsequent phases. Cremasco and Laffineur
(1999) analysed the working stresses in the dome of Thorikos with reference to the whole dome (before the partial collapse) by means of a linear elastic numerical method (FEM), pointing out the existence of tensile stresses
at the dome haunches.
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Como (2006, 2007, 2008) analysed the condition of equilibrium of Treasury of Atreus dome. The results,
achieved through the compilation of a complete survey of the monument - including the hidden parts pointed out a true-dome behaviour of the structure. The dome behaviour can be admitted within the architectural structure of the Mycenaean dome, even if it is in horizontal courses, thanks to technical, constructive,
and morphological solutions; they are the careful stone blocks disposal of the horizontal rings, the presence of
the tumulus, the insertion of the lower part of the dome within an excavated pit, and the geometry of the
dome profile. In this framework, this paper presents a study on the construction of the Treasury of Atreus by
means of successive construction stages. Each construction stage has been verified with respect to the equilibrium condition in lack of provisional support structures.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE MYCENAEAN THOLOS
The Mycenaean tholos is fitted inside a slope of a hill. The slope is carved through the excavation of a circular
pit in the rock. The masonry construction is set along the dug faces. A straight cut forms the dromos, which is a
long passage orthogonal to the isoclines. It approaches the base of the pit with a light slope. At the intersection of the dromos with the excavated pit, two thick and deep piers of a well set masonry arrange the stomion,
which is the entrance to the chamber. The stomion is roofed by huge lintel slabs set on the piers at the height
of the rim of the pit (Holland, 1921-23).

Figure 1: Treasury of Atreus: dromos, stomion, tumulus.(left) Plan and section (right); (Como 2007, p.18)
The dug faces of the dromos are generally lined with masonry walls. The upper part of the walls retains the tumulus and is characterised by an increasing thickness. At the intersection with the stomion, the dromos side
walls generally rest on the elevation of the piers without bonding work.
Inserted in the pit and in continuity with the stomion piers, a masonry dome springs from the base of the pit,
closing the inner camera. The dome is vaulted by masonry blocks set in horizontal courses like masonry rings,
corbelling one on the other until covering the inner space of the camera. In more advanced tholoi, like the
Treasury of Atreus and the tomb of Clytemnestra, the masonry blocks of the rings are worked at the dome intrados and at the laying beds. Along the vertical joints the blocks are worked only for some height. The remaining part of the joint is kept tight by means of the insertion of small stones that behave like wedges, tightening
the blocks along the horizontal direction.
The lower part of the dome, generally 2/3 of the total height, is inserted in the pit, with the extrados in close
contact with the rock. In some cases, compacted earth and little stones fill the gaps between dome and pit
(Bohn, 1880). The upper part of the dome, above the ground level, is entirely covered by a thick mound which
spreads around the tomb with a considerable radius. The inner profile of the dome is like a pointed arch
stretched towards the top; the part inserted in the pit has a minor curvature radius compared to the part rising
above the rim of the pit. As it results for few standing tholoi domes, the upper edge has a bottle shaped profile,
covered by a large cap-stone at the apex (Müller, 1975). Generally, above the stomion lintel slabs, a triangular
opening - known as relieving triangle - pierces the dome for about 1/3 of the height above the pit.
THE GEOMETRY OF THE TREASURY OF ATREUS
A graphical representation of a complete architectural survey of the Treasury of Atreus was required to analyse the static behaviour of the dome. The complete survey has been elaborated adding to the survey drawn
by P. De Jong (Wace 1921, 1923) further data from literature (Stuart and Revett 1830; Blouet 1833; Thiersch
1879; Perrot and Chipiez 1894; Wace 1940; Wace 1956). Features deduced by realistic hypotheses on other
parts of the Treasure of Atreus and others tholoi were also added to the survey (Como 2007).
Important geometrical proportions together with a design module were identified through this analysis. The total measure of the chamber refers to the Mylonas (1957) estimation: the inner diameter at floor level is assumed equal to 14,6 mt and the inner height at the cap-stone equal to 13,39 mt. The existence of a side
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chamber opened off the main chamber furnishes the thickness of the masonry dome at the base, which is 2,43
mt. It is remarkable that this measure constitutes a geometrical module (M) of the construction. In fact the entire plan of the tholos fits a square grid of module M: the diameter at the floor level measures 6M, the pit diameter at the base is 8M wide, the length of the dromos is 15M, the dromos is 2,5M in width. The depth of the
stomion, which is in the Treasury of Atreus equal to its height, correspond with the measure of the diagonal of
the rectangle with sides M and 2M. The inner profile of the lower part of the dome, up to the laying bed of the
stomion lintel, conforms the arch of 1/6 of sixth pointed arch, while the upper part has a wider curvature.
The geometrical analysis suggests that the construction of the Treasure of Atreus followed a construction design based on the knowledge of the right proportions of the structure, well fitted in the M module geometrical
grid.

Figure 2: Treasury of Atreus: geometrical grid and proportional relations between the parts
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE TREASURY OF ATREUS
On the basis of an interpretative survey of Treasury of Atreus Como (2007) analysed the static of the masonry
dome stating the true – dome behaviour of the structure. In the following, the main results are briefly summarised in order to introduce the discussion of the present study.
The equilibrium condition of a 11,25° wide meridian slice of the tholos dome points out the overturning condition of the slice. Each dome slice is in fact unable to self sustain and leans against the others activating a circumferential interaction among the blocks of each ring. The rest of each ring transfers to the single block
course of the slice an horizontal force of such a magnitude that the resultant of the upper loads is reported to
the centre of gravity of the lower block, so the values of the forces are univocally determined. The pressure line
of the slice passes through the centres of the blocks activating a membrane stress state. On each block course of the slice two forces act: namely an oblique force Nϕ and an horizontal force Nθ. Because of the horizontality of the courses, the horizontal component of Nϕ induces the sliding of each block outwards along its
laying bed. The pointed arch stretched towards the top of the tholos dome profile minimizes the magnitude of
these dangerous actions. Furthermore, along the dome extrados emerging over the pit, the tumulus exerts a
thrust over the masonry rings. The careful bonding of the masonry rings allows the transmission of the circumferential compression induced by the horizontal forces Nθ. In the lower part of the dome, the masonry rings
which should respond for the equilibrium to the circumferential tensile forces are hooped by the excavated
pit.
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Figure 3: Treasury of Atreus: plan of the last course of the dome; (Blouet 1833, pl.66 fig.4) (left)
Tomb of Clytemnestra: The inner dome profile surveyd by Stikas; (Mylonas 1966, fig.116) (right)
The static true-dome behaviour suggests a construction process congruent with the maintenance of the stability during the erection of the dome. Once “well completed” masonry rings are set, the stability of the slices is
guaranteed by the possible mutual contrast action between the blocks of the ring along the vertical contact
joints. Therefore, supposing the progressive erection of the dome made ring by ring, each partial dome could
sustain itself without provisional supports.
The masonry ring is considered “well completed” if the joint between adjacent blocks is filled by forced small
stones and clay; inside the pit the “well completed” construction is gained compacting small stones and clay
in the gap between the pit faces and the dome extrados. Over the pit the masonry rings are “well completed”
if each ring is circled on the extrados by earth strata forming the tumulus, compacted in order to ensure the
exertion of passive thrust. These technical solutions are well evidenced in literature (Blouet 1833; Bohn, 1880;
Gasche, Servais 1971).
The verification of the stability of the single block placed in corbelling during the construction of each ring is
necessary in order to confirm the hypothesis on the mentioned construction procedure. At this aim, an evaluation of the overturning stability of the single block around the intersection between its laying bed and the
dome intrados is performed. This stability has been evaluated with respect to the 11.25° meridian slice above
mentioned starting from the second course. For each single block the difference between the resisting moment with overturning moment is always positive, with values approximately decreasing from the second
course to the 33rd (the last before the cap-stone). For the blocks inside the pit the difference varies from 6,77 tm
at the 2nd course to 3 tm at the 11th (last block inside the pit). For the blocks outside the pit the differences is
2,05 tm at the 12th course and is 0,04 tm at the 33rd. The little value pertaining to the upper courses is evaluated
neglecting the favourable contribution of the earth weight.
The following step of the analysis is focused on the identification of the construction stage at which the elevation of the structure induces a true - dome behaviour. Starting from this elevation, the meridian slice becomes
unable to sustain itself and leans inward inducing a compression force along the masonry ring. Considering a
rotation around the hinge at second course level (the first possible level starting from the ground level), the
sum of the positive and negative moments for each slice has been estimated considering the increase in
height due to the overlapping of courses. The weight of the mound resting on the blocks has also been considered in the calculations for the courses emerging over the pit, as the weight of an horizontal earth stripes of
height equal to the relative course. The first negative value corresponds with the 17th course (the 6th emerging
over the pit), even if at the 16th course the value is close to zero. The same calculation has been performed for
each slice rotating around the hinge at the level of each course. The first negative value corresponds to an
elevation of the structure to the 16th course with the hinge localised at the 3rd, 4th and 5th courses. Therefore the
true-dome behaviour of the structure develops when the construction approaches the 16th course. It is noteworthy that the 16th course corresponds to the second last course of the relieving triangle. It is likely that struts
were necessary in order to ensure the equilibrium of the structure. At the 16th course the radial forces in the
masonry rings contribute to transfer the resultant forces to the dome spring. The upper masonry rings inside the
pit are then compressed whereas the lower rings thrust on the dug faces of the pit. In particular, the horizontal
forces change direction at the 4th course.
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Figure 4: The dome construction stage corresponding with the development of a true - dome behaviour.
Plan and section (left). The related horizontal forces Nθ. (right)

Figure 5: Treasury of Atreus. Dome construction phases
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Therefore the upper courses of the stomion piers must be able to contain the compression at the correspondent ring courses; it is then reasonable to hypothesize the use of provisional horizontal struts into the stomion
opening during the construction, aimed to effort the stability of the massive stomion piers. As the dome construction goes on, the inversion of horizontal forces direction progressively moves towards the upper courses,
and the number of courses exerting a thrust against the pit increase. At the end of the construction, all the
courses corresponding to the height of the opening thrust against the pit.

Figure 6: Treasury of Atreus. Initial construction phases
In this framework the construction of the dome has been analysed considering the equilibrium of the structure
at various stages. The initial stage of the construction is the excavation of the straight corridor, the dromos, orthogonal to the isoclines of the slope. Since the huge lintel slabs of the stomion (the one next to the chamber
weights about 100 tons) are placed at the ground level, it is commonly assumed (Holland 1921-23) that the setting up of the huge slabs was realised by sliding them along the slope. If this work was realised before the excavation of the circular pit, the sliding path of the slabs could be straight. The construction of the stomion is
then carried out, with the setting of the piers and the placement of the lintel slabs. The complete excavation
of the pit follows. At this point the dome construction starts with the progressive overlapping of masonry rings.
After the realisation of the lower part inserted in the pit, the construction advances involving the contemporary placement of the earth compacted tumulus, and the erection of the dromos side walls. In the upper part,
these walls contribute to retain the earth thrust of the tumulus. The hypothesis of the construction phases sequence is congruent with the static function assumed by the stomion in counteracting the masonry rings along
the opening.
CONCLUSIONS
In the framework of previous studies (Como 2006; 2007; 2008), in which it was shown the true – dome behaviour
of the tholos dome, the paper discusses a conjecture on the succession of the construction phases carried out
to build the Treasury of Atreus.
The geometry of the tholos and the proportional relations of the architectural parts are related to the complex
process of construction of the Mycenaean tholos’ dome.
The study proposes a constructive procedure without centring for the erection of the dome, verifying the maintenance of the equilibrium condition during the phases of the construction.
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